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Abstract: This paper presents a hybrid switch which parallels a power MOSFET and an insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) as
the main switch of a zero-voltage switching (ZVS) inverter. In this combination MOSFET is conducting in the low-current region and
the IGBT conducting in the high-current region, and the soft switching avoids the reverse recovery problem during the device turn-on.
A custom hybrid switch module has been developed for a variable-timing-controlled coupled-magnetic-type ZVS inverter with a
nominal input voltage of 325 V and the continuous output power of 30 kW for a traction motor drive. The results of the hybrid-switchbased inverter with the total loss shows that the inverter achieves 99% efficiency at the nominal condition and demonstrate ultrahighefficiency operation over a wide load range. At 375-V input, the maximum measured efficiency through temperature projection and loss
separation analysis is 99.3%.
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1. Introduction
A soft-switching inverter allows reduces switching loss;
however, its conduction loss remains as the major part of the
overall loss. If we use power MOSFET as switching device,
it is possible to parallel a large number of power MOSFETs
to reduce the conduction voltage drop. The problems with
more number of paralleled MOSFETs are high cost and
increased voltage drop at high temperatures. Thus ,most
high-power inverters have been using the IGBT.
In high-power dc–dc converter applications, using IGBT as
the main switch and MOSFET as the auxiliary switch,
whether series- or parallel-connected [1], [2], improves
efficiency. The profit of reducing the conduction loss with
parallel-connected IGBT and MOSFET hybrid switch
configuration was extensively evaluated in [3]–[5]. In [6], the
use of a parallel-connected hybrid switch was configured
with the hybrid switch serving as the main switch that
operates in low frequency, with each switch operating in linefrequency square-wave mode and the neutral connected
IGBT and diode combination operating in high frequency to
allow pulse width modulation (PWM) operation. An inverter
draws ac sinusoidal current, which runs from zero to positive
or negative peak and back down to zero. Its low-current
region will consume a high conduction loss if an IGBT is
used as the main switch because of its fixed voltage drop.
With the MOSFET as the main switch, the voltage drop is
proportional to the current and is relatively low at low
currents. Such a feature is very desirable for light-load
efficiency. Therefore, combining the best features of power
MOSFET and IGBT will ensure high efficiency at light loads
and high temperatures. The basic hybridization idea is to
have the power MOSFET share the current below a
threshold level and the IGBT take over for the rest. In
general, the current flows through the low-impedance path.
Thus, when a current-associated voltage drop is lower than
the fixed IGBT voltage drop, the current will flow through
the power MOSFET. Such a simple idea is not appropriate
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for hard-switching PWM inverters because turning on one
side of the switch needs to turn off the opposite side diode,
which, in this case, is the internal body diode of the power
MOSFET. With typical slow reverse recovery and snappy
characteristic of MOSFET body diode, the penalty of the
added switching loss will offset any gains on the conduction
loss. Therefore, such a hybrid switch has not been adopted in
the conventional hard-switching PWM inverters.
With soft switching, the diode current is always diverted to
the opposite-side diode before the opposite-side switch is
turned on; therefore, the switch can be turned on under the
zero voltage condition. In this case, the slow reverse recovery
is no longer an issue. Therefore, it is possible to adopt the
hybrid switch in most zero-voltage switching (ZVS)-based
inverters. The only concern is during the turn-on process,
during which a majority of the load current may flow through
the power MOSFET and result in transient overcurrent and
associated losses. It is necessary to delay the turn-on process
of the MOSFET. The turn-off delay depends on the die size
of the MOSFET. If the MOSFET size is too small, turning
off IGBT can easily cause MOSFET overcurrent and even
result in an avalanche breakdown.
Thus, the MOSFET cannot be delayed too much during turnoff. Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram of the hybrid switch for
the phase leg of a soft-switching inverter. The ―
delay‖ block
can be configured with three possible cases: 1) turn-on delay
only; 2) turn-off delay only; and 3) both turn-on and turn-off
delays.
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Figure 1: Hybrid switch configuration for phase leg of for a
soft-switching inverter.

completely eliminated to make room for the substrate area to
provide sufficient conduction path. As a result, both parasitic
inductance and package resistance are substantially reduced.
Fig. 4 shows the photograph comparing the three generations
of the hybrid soft-switching module package. The firstgeneration module adopts the integrated cooling structure.
The second and third generations moved back to the
conventional module that allows natural convention or
forced-air cooling because the inverter built with the firstgeneration modules demonstrated ultrahigh efficiency of 99%
through calorimeter testing, thus suggesting that it is possible
to eliminate the extra cooling system to save the cost of both
the module package and the cooling system itself .

If the MOSFET die area is large enough, it is possible to
delay the MOSFET turn-off so that the IGBT turn-off tail
current induced loss is minimized. The circuit here is a
generic soft switching leg that can employ different auxiliary
circuits to achieve ZVS [12]–[18].
The proposed approach for a soft-switching inverter is to use
the MOSFET as the main switch and the IGBT as the
overflow switch.

2. Performance of Proposed Switch in
Coupled-Magnetic Type Soft-Switching
Inverter
Fig. 2(a) shows the circuit diagram and terminals of the
proposed hybrid switch. Note that the conventional IGBT’s
anti parallel diode has been eliminated because the MOSFET
die size is large enough to handle the continuous reverse
current In this case, the total number of the main devices in
the hybrid soft switch is the same as that in the conventional
IGBT modules. Under the light-load condition, less than 100
A in this case, the inverter may operate mostly at lower
temperatures, and the MOSFET will take over more current.
Under the heavy-load condition, the IGBT will dominate, and
the voltage drop is in fact decreased while temperature
increases.

Figure 3: Use of the hybrid switch in a phase leg of the
coupled-magnetic-type soft-switching inverter.

Figure 4: Photograph of the custom hybrid soft switch power
and gate drive circuit boards sitting on top of the modules.

3. Variable Timing Control of Soft-Switching
Inverter
Figure 2: Photograph comparing the three generations of
soft-switching module.
The first generation (Gen-1) adopted an internal bus bar
structure to reduce the substrate resistance loss with the
major penalty on parasitic inductance. The second generation
(Gen-2) adopted a low-profile module housing to reduce the
parasitic inductance, but the substrate path causes significant
conducting path resistance penalty. The third generation
(Gen-3) adopted two latest available larger die MDmesh
power MOSFET chips in parallel with the same IGBT used
in the early generations. However, the external diodes are
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Fig. 4 shows the photograph of the complete assembly of the
power module, including a power board that connects all the
power pins and a gate drive board that interfaces to the
controller through ribbon cables. The copper weight and the
number of layers of the printed circuit board (PCB) depend
on the power requirement. In this specific design case, rather
than using a heavy copper board or a multilayer board with a
typical 1-oz copper, multiple four-layer standard PCBs were
stacked to allow sufficient current handling capability.
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Figure 5: Photographs of a 325-V 55-kW prototype. (a)
Complete inverter assembly. (b) Setup on a test stand.
With the ZVS verified in the complete load range, a complete
three-phase soft-switching inverter was constructed for a
traction motor drive with 325-V nominal input and 55-kW
peak power. Fig. 10(a) shows the photograph of a 325-V 55kW traction drive inverter, and Fig. 10(b) shows the
photograph of the inverter sitting on a test stand for
dynamometer testing. The continuous power rating was
specified at 30 kW, but with ultrahigh efficiency achieved,
the continuous testing was actually performed at 39 kW with
a 3-W fan installed to help circulate the air and serve as the
base load for auxiliary power.

4. Advantages

Figure 6: Simulation circuit

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Efficiency improvement.
Conduction losses are reduced.
Switching losses are reduced.
MOSFET shares the current below threshold level.
IGBT shares the current above the threshold level.
Low Switching losses due to the smaller overlap of
switch voltage & current.
7) High Reliability due to the reduced stresses on the
8) switching components.
9) Reduced voltage & current ratings for the device.

5. Simulation Circuit
For Hybrid soft switching inverter several power electronics
switches such as IGBTs, MOSFETs se as forced –
commutation method. Earlier techniques such as the DC
motor and Thyristor Bridge which are replaced with new
techniques such as Voltage Sourced Converters (VSC) are
fed by Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) to the asynchronous
machine. As the flexibility of speed and torque control with
DC machine, the same can be obtained by the combination of
pulse width modulation technique with modern control
technique such as Field Oriented Technique or Direct Torque
Control methods. In this section a simulation of AC drive
controlling an asynchronous machine is been described. The
machine library of simulation consists of four most common
three phase machine asynchronous machine . The following
machine can be used either used as generating mode or
motoring mode.

These machines can be used to simulate electromechanical
transient in an electrical network when combined with linear
and non linear elements such as transformer line loads,
breakers, etc. for simulation of drives they are combined with
power electronics devices. The power electronics library of
simulation contains diodes, thyristors, MOSFET and IGBT.
These several blocks interconnected with each other to form
Three Phase Bridges. Simulation of 3 HP, 4 pole motor is
done with a inverter using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
technique. Frequency and amplitude of output voltage is
varied by using PWM technique and these controlled voltage
and frequency are used to control motor speed.

6. Waveform Analysis
Fig. 5 shows the inverter output current waveforms at 2980r/min 110-Nm motoring load under the 375-V dc input
voltage condition.

Figure 5: Inverter output current waveforms ia,ib,ic.
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7. Efficiency of Soft Switching Inverter
High efficiency cannot be accurately measured with a power
meter that measures the dc input and PWM ac output. Some
operating points, however, were verified with a differential
calorimeter, which has a small chamber to serve as the
reference and a large inverter chamber to house the inverter.
The power loss is proportional to the ratio of the temperature
difference between the two chambers. Each calorimeter test
needs to be performed for more than 5 h to ensure that the
thermal condition reached its steady state for each test point.
Fig. 13 shows the coolant temperatures of the calorimeter and
the corresponding inverter efficiency under the 325-V dc
input and 12.2-kW output condition.

operating conditions. The total coupled magnetic losses as a
function of temperature under different ambient temperature
conditions are shown in Fig. 15. Under the 375-V dc input
voltage and 37.59-kW output power condition, the inverter
output measurements showed a phase-to-neutral voltage of
143-V rms, a peak current of 144 A, a power factor of 0.862,
and the input power of 37.86 kW. The individual loss
components under this condition can be calculated through
device conduction and switching characteristics and
temperature monitoring.
The loss analysis results are listed in Table I. It should be
noticed that the main power switches are the dominant loss
component. Without using hybrid switch and soft switching,
the main power switch loss will be much higher. With soft
switching, the achieved ultrahigh efficiency is mainly
attributed to the conduction voltage drop reduction by the
hybrid switch. The next major loss item is the magnetic
component, which accounts for 11% of the total loss in this
specific case. The third major loss item is the auxiliary power
supply that supplies power to the gate drives, controller,
conditioning circuit, and fan with a total of 19 W, or 7.0% of
the total loss.

8. Result

Figure 6: Measured efficiency as a function of output power
at 3000-r/min operation
To further verify the efficiency numbers, a loss separation
method was used to calculate individual component losses
with assistant of measuring the temperatures of the module
case and couple magnetic windings over a long period. Fig.
14 shows the measured power module case temperature over
a 12-min interval. The 325-V condition was started at a
temperature that was already in steady state; hence, over the
12-min interval, there was not any appreciable temperature
rise. At the 20 ◦C room temperature test condition, the entire
inverter was only cooled by a 3-W fan, and the monitored
module, which is far away from the fan, has a case
temperature of 47 ◦C under the steady-state 325-V input and
38-kW output condition. The coupled magnetics
temperatures and their corresponding losses offline, and the
results were then used to project their losses under inverter
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The inverter operates under discontinuous PWM mode with a
10-kHz switching frequency. It was tested with three voltage
levels: 275, 325, and 375 V with a four-pole 90-kW
induction motor for electric vehicle traction drives. Fig. 5
shows the output phase current waveforms at the 1030-r/min
225-Nm load condition. The inverter output current is 146-A
rms, and the output power is 27 kW under this load condition
Fig.5shows the inverter output current waveforms at the
3030-r/min 110-Nm load condition at 275-V input. In this
case, the inverter output current is 150-A rms, and the output
power is 39 kW.

9. Conclusion
A hybrid switch has been proposed as the main switch of
soft-switching inverters. The switch consists of the power
MOSFET to conduct the low-current portion and the IGBT
to conduct the high-current portion. The use of the proposed
hybrid switch in a soft-switching circuit avoids the reverse
recovery problem of the power MOSFET while taking
advantage of the low-voltage-drop body diode with
synchronous rectification. This combination not only
eliminates the switching loss but also reduces the conduction
loss substantially. Using the custom hybrid switch module in
a variable-timing controlled coupled-magnetic-type ZVS
inverter demonstrated an ultrahigh-efficiency operation over
a wide load range. Experimental results with the total loss
projected by the temperature rise and loss separation
analysis indicate that at the nominal 325-V input and 30-kW
output, the efficiency is 99%, and at a 375-V input and 38kW output, the efficiency exceeds 99.3%.
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